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Dear Families,
Ah, Spring!  Time to head outside, explore, and experiment!Simply choose your goodies, fill out the order form on the back, 

and return it to your child’s teacher by the due date.  Be sure to 

enclose your payment (cash or check) with your order.  In a few 

weeks, your child’s teacher will receive your class order...and then 

the fun begins!
Remember, your purchase helps bring more hands-on science 

into your child’s classroom.  Thank you for shopping with us! 

Due Date:Please return your order form by:        /        /

Spring 2020

The Star Dome
The Star Dome gives you a view of all the stars and constellations in the 

northern sky down to latitudes of 40⁰N.  Includes date and time markers to make it easy to locate stars and constellations in your back yard!  Sturdy and 
easy to build.  Assembly time: about 40 minutes.  
Diameter: 8.25".  Ages 8+.
AST-700 $5.95

Small Galileo TelescopeItalian astronomer Galileo Galilei built the first 
telescope in 1610.  Now you can build your own!  
Two lenses connected by a cardboard tube: it’s that 
simple!  The pre-punched kit contains an objective lens and an eyepiece lens that together produce a magnification of 6.5X.  The assembly is simple and takes only 20 minutes.  Length fully extended: 9".  Ages 8+.

AST-705 $7.95

Solar Rover
A science project that’s green as well as fun!  Build and customize your Solar �over, place it in the sun and watch it zip along!  The solar panel turns sunlight into the energy that runs the motor.  No batteries needed!  Can be built with or without a soda can body.  With 

an incandescent light source, your Solar Rover can 
also be used indoors.  Makes a great science fair 
project.  For ages 8+.
GRN-415 $16.95

Lux Blox STEAM Super Sampler SetThese colorful building pieces can bend, flex, and move 
like no other construction blocks around!  Build whatever 
you can imagine.  Includes 90 Lux squares, 30 Lux 
triangles, eight multi-wheels, six axles, rubber bands and 
other accessories (dowels, craft sticks, straws) all stored in 
a plastic drawstring bag.  Includes an idea book to get you 
started!  Ages 7+.
CST-625 $24.95

Balancing Bird
This proud bird balances on almost anything—
your finger, a pencil, or the edge of your desk!  
Even when you move, the bird stays perfectly 
perched.  Is it magic?  No—it’s all about center of gravity!  Approx. 6" wing span.  CTR-200       $2.95

Light Up Gyro Wheel
A bright new take on a retro toy!  As soon as the magnetic edges of the colored wheel touch the metal rails, a hidden LED lights up—a perfect demo of open and closed circuits as well as potential and kinetic energy.  Simply tip the rail to begin the spinning motion.  Ages 5+.

GYR-285        $3.95

Newton’s Kinetic YoYoSet these colorful plastic spheres in motion with a 
flick of your wrist.  As the first sphere swings around, 
it stops and transfers its energy to the second sphere, 
forcing it to swing around.  Can you get them to clack 
together above and below the handle?  How long can 
you make the spheres clack together?  Colors may vary.  
8" handle. Ages 7+.
PO-NE-100     $1.50

Bo!nks
Simply compress the plastic tube in the palm of 
your hand, release it, and watch it fly!  Bo!nks 
are a great way to demonstrate potential energy.  
Cats (and kids) love chasing these crazy springing 
tubes.  5" long.  Pkg. of four.  Colors may vary.POP-200 $3.25 / four pack

Rattleback
A Rattleback is a colorful piece of curved plastic that seems to defy physics.  Spin it clockwise and within a few seconds it will stop, and then begin spinning in the opposite direction!  Wow!  What happens if you spin 

it counter-clockwise?  What if you tap one 
end while it’s spinning?  The Rattleback’s unique design causes its energy to shift directions.  4" long.  Colors may vary.SS-325 $1.25 each

Creative Card Builder SetDesign and build amazing objects and creations in this amazing world of card building. With a truly endless amount of possibilities you will have a building system of specialized clips and building cards to build your world, the way you dream it.  Includes 54 cards and 140 clips. Or get a set of 220 clips and use your own cards.  Ages 5+.
CST-180 Card Builder Set $14.95CST-185 220 Extra Clips $9.95
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Dear Families,

Hip hip hooray for the holidays!  It's our favorite time of year—a 

season of family gatherings, good cheer and warm wishes.  We 

are excited to share these science goodies with your family. 

Perfect for stocking stuffers or holiday gifts!

Everything in our flier is designed to excite your child's curiosity 

about science and the world around us.  Simply choose the 

goodies, fill out the order form on the back, and return it to your 

child’s teacher by the due date.  Be sure to enclose your payment 

(cash or check) with your order.  In a few weeks, your child’s 

teacher will receive your class order... and then the fun begins!

Remember, your purchase helps bring more hands-on science 

into your child’s classroom.  Thank you for shopping with us! 

Due Date:
Please return your order form by:

        /        /
Holidays 2019

Super Cool Slime

We all know that slime is cool, but this slime 

is actually chilly to the touch!  Each flask 

contains a generous blob of multi-colored, 

shimmery goo that breaks when you pull it 

apart, but also flows like a liquid.  Why does it 

feel so cold?  Is it a solid or a liquid?  Comes in 

assorted colors.  Non-toxic.   ≈3 fl. oz.

SL-500           $3.95 each

Make Your Own Slime! 

Everything you need to make a half-ounce 

of perfect, gooey slime!  The Glowing Slime 

Kit comes with a capsule of Glow-in-the-

Dark Pigment.  Just hold it under a light (or 

outdoors) to activate the spooky glow.

SL-1 Slime-Making Kit  $3.95

SL-2  Glowing Slime-Making Kit  $4.95

In the light... In the dark!

Tint your slime with 

food coloring!

Shimmer Putty Trio

Our Shimmer Putty Trio 

bounces like a super ball, 

flows like slime, shears when 

pulled... and it sparkles!  Each 

plastic jar contains three 

different colored portions of 

slippery, shimmery, scented, 

silicone-based putty.  Colored 

layers are separated by plastic 

caps.  4.5 oz.  Colors may vary.

SL-510 $2.95

Melting Snowman

Build your snowman, decorate him, 

and then wait as he melts into a puddle 

of goo.  This special white bouncing putty has the 

properties of both a solid AND a liquid.  You can rebuild 

your snowman again and again—without the risk of 

frostbite!  50 g of putty.

PUT-300 $8.95 each

Small Balancing Bird

Our colorful little bird balances on 

anything—your finger, a pencil point...  

The center of mass (or center of 

gravity) is located beneath the tip of the 

beak.  Each comes with a stand.  ≈3" 

wingspan.  Colors may vary.

CTR-250        $1.50 Drinking Bird
One of our most beloved science 

toys!  You’ll be fascinated by this 

cheerful bird, who will dunk its head 

into a glass of water for 

days at a time!  What’s 

the secret?  Each 

glass bird comes with 

an explanation and 

suggested experiments.  

Colors may vary.  6" 

tall.  Caution: fragile.  

Ages 7+.

DB-100        $5.95

Dropper Popper

Dropper Poppers are crazy fun!  Just 

turn this rubber half-sphere inside 

out and drop it on the ground.  

The popper jumps up over five 

feet high!  This cool toy is a great 

example of potential and kinetic 

energy.  2.25" diameter.  Ages 7+.

POP-100   $2.75 each

Newton’s Kinetic YoYo

Set these colorful plastic spheres in 

motion with a flick of your wrist.  As 

the first sphere swings around, it stops 

and transfers its energy to the second 

sphere, forcing it to swing around.  Can 

you get them to clack together above 

and below the handle?  How long can 

you make the spheres clack together?  

Colors may vary.  8" handle. Ages 7+.

PO-NE-100         $1.50

Choositz 
Decision Balls

These two black rubber 

balls look the same but 

WOW, are they different! 

When dropped, one ball 

bounces while the other 

hits the surface and stops 

right there.  What else can 

you observe?  Includes 

two 1.5" dia. balls.

SS-3         $7.75 / pair

Top 
kid 
pick!

Centripetal Spinner

This lovely plastic wand reflects a dazzling rainbow 

as it spins.  Twirl the stick and because of inertia the 

thin ribbons spread into a bubble or “snowman” 

shape.  The faster you spin, the wider the bubble 

becomes!  It can be gently twisted by hand to make 

a delicate “flower” that neatly tucks itself into a 

tight ball.  Endlessly fascinating!  9" wand.

PHY-250 $3.95

Join our Kids’ Science Club for grades 1-8! 
Your students will bring science home... and you’ll earn new STEM materials for your classroom!

How does it work?
Several times a year, we’ll send you a colorful digital 
flier (PDF) filled with simple, fun science goodies that 
your students can purchase and enjoy at home. You can 
print out the flier or share with parents electronically. 

Benefits
• Earn Extra Credit Points that you can redeem
 for free science materials for your classroom!
• Improve your students’ science literacy!
• Get parents involved with science and STEM
 projects at home!
• Participating students will receive a free gift!
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1. Choose a due date and email the PDF fliers to 
your students’ families. 

2. After students have returned their forms and 
payment, compile your Master Order Form.

3. Submit your order by phone, mail or online. 
Remember to let us know how many students placed orders! 

...And soon a box of science goodies (and free gifts) 
will be delivered to your classroom!

It’s as easy 
as 1-2-3!

Grades 
1-8!

https://www.TeacherSource.com/clubsignup


